Make sure to follow the grading criteria on the syllabus as a guide to this problem set and other homework assignments.

**Swambam**

tina  
eat  
fiŋdina  
he eats  
fiŋlondina  
he eats it  

pitu  
bathe  
fiŋbitu  
he bathes  
fiŋlombitu  
he bathes it  

aif  
skin  
fiŋaif  
he skins  
fiŋlonai  
he skins it  
fiŋbelonaif  
he skins it for her  

kilfombu  
plant  
fiŋgilfombu  
he plants  
fiŋlongilfombu  
he plants it  
fiŋdelongilfombu  
he plants it for you  

1-What is the UR of ‘he’?

2-What are the allomorphs of ‘it’?

3-What is the UR of ‘it’? Why did you chose this as the UR?

4-What are the allomorphs of ‘bathe’ and ‘eat’?

5-What is the UR of ‘bathe’ and ‘eat’? Why did you chose these as the UR?

6-Two phonological processing are exemplified in the data; what are they?

7-What are the phonological rules?